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.NET GotchasO'Reilly, 2005
Like most complex tasks, .NET programming is fraught with potential costly, and time-consuming hazards. The millions of Microsoft developers worldwide who create applications for the .NET platform can attest to that. Thankfully there's now a book that shows you how to avoid such costly and time-consuming mistakes.  It's called ...
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Professional Crystal Reports for Visual Studio .NET, 2nd EditionWrox Press, 2004
The addition of Crystal Reports 9.0 to Visual Studio .NET 2003 offers developers a reporting tool that allows you to turn almost any data into interactive, dynamic content through portals, wireless devices, and Microsoft Office documents. This code-intensive guide takes you step by step through developing reports and incorporating them into...
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Internet Communications Using SIP: Delivering VoIP and Multimedia Services with Session Initiation ProtocolJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"This book is like a good tour guide.It doesn't just describe the major attractions; you share in the history, spirit, language, and culture of the place."
   —Henning Schulzrinne, Professor, Columbia University
   Since its birth in 1996, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) has grown up. As a richer, much more robust...
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Unleashed is a deep dive into the Visual Studio 2005 tool. Specifically, it will provide you with solid guidance and education that will allow you to squeeze the ultimate productivity and use out of the Visual Studio 2005 development environment. This...
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Beginning Programming for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Discover the latest programming tips and techniques
Start writing programs for WindowsÐ’®, LinuxÐ’®, MacintoshÐ’®, Palms, and PocketPCs    

Ready to take control of your computer by writing your own programs? Mixing concepts with humor, author Wallace Wang shows you how to begin programming as simply and quickly as...
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Principles of Computer Graphics: Theory and Practice Using OpenGL and Maya®Springer, 2005
to think about what it means. What is Computer Graphics? Simply defined, Computer Graphics (or CG) is the images generated or modified on a computer. These images may be visualizations of real data or imaginary depictions of a fantasy world.

The use of Computer Graphics effects in movies such as The Incredibles and games such as Myst...
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Budgeting for ManagersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Iremember the first time I made a budget. I had just started a new job, my first time as a manager. My boss, the dean of the school, said, “Sid, we have $50,000 to spend on computer systems this year. Please prepare a budget.”

Wow! All the exercises in school, all my thinking as I started the job and wrote out a plan for my...
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SQL: The Complete Reference, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The Most Comprehensive SQL Resource Available
Get in-depth details on all the powerful features and capabilities of SQL inside this one-stop guide. Featuring broad coverage of every aspect of this leading database language, this book provides you with an overview of SQL then shows you how to retrieve and update data, program with SQL, use...
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Learning Flex 3: Getting up to Speed with Rich Internet Applications (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
How soon can you learn Adobe Flex 3? With this book's unique hands-on approach, you will be able to tinker with examples right away, and create your own Rich Internet Applications with Flex within the first few chapters. As you progress, you learn how to build a layout, add interactivity, work with data, and deploy your applications to either the...
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Studio Photography: Essential Skills, Third Edition (Photography Essential Skills)Focal Press, 2005
Now beautifully illustrated in full colour with brand new full colour student and author work, Studio Photography has been updated and improved to cover all the latest techniques. With the refreshed images and illustrations you will clearly be able to see how to use a wide range of photographic effects to their full advantage.

In this...
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Open-Source ESBs in ActionManning Publications, 2008
Most modern business systems include independent applications that exchange information with each other-a technique usually called enterprise integration. An architectural approach called the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) offers developers a way to handle the messages between those independent applications without creating a lot of custom code....
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SAP PS FAQ: SAP Project Systems Interview Questions, Answers, and ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P PS Consultants  SAP PS Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP PS is the future for projects activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP PS Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping  you to...
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